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Multiple-Cell-Upsets on a commercial 90nm SRAM in Dynamic Mode*

G. Tsiligiannis, L. Dilillo, A. Bosio, P. Girard, S. Pravossoudovitch, A. Todri, A. Virazel, C. Frost, F. Wrobel and F. Saigné

Abstract—Downscaling of devices increases the Multiple-Cell-Upset (MCU) cross section of SRAMs making them an important threat for the robustness of systems. In this paper we present different types of MCUs as they were recorded during atmospheric-neutron irradiation experiments, while a commercial 90nm SRAM was tested in dynamic mode. This study shows that when the memory is in dynamic mode, not only the typical MCU that involve a few flipped cells may appear but also, large clusters of upsets are possible to occur with hundreds of cells being affected. We identify different patterns of MCUs and categorize them according to their shapes and sizes.

Index Terms—Multiple Cell Upsets (MCU), neutron irradiation, SRAM, dynamic mode

I. INTRODUCTION

THE effects of neutron induced upsets to ICs have been studied extensively for over two decades. Until recently, the main source of errors induced by neutrons has been considered Single Event Upsets (SEUs) where a single bit cell of the memory is affected. However, with the downscaling of devices, Multiple Cell Upsets (MCU) have started to appear more often, affecting significantly IC robustness. MCUs are upsets induced by a single impinging particle, when cells neighboring to the hit cell are upset. The importance of MCUs comes to the possibility of being Multiple Bit Upsets (MBU). Depending on the mapping of the memory bit cells, MCUs may include upset cells belonging to the same word, a case extremely difficult to be mitigated by Error Correction Codes (ECC) at the system level.

Many studies investigating MCUs exist in the literature. Most of them are focused on MCUs appearing on SRAMs at both the simulation and the experimental level. The failure mechanism of MCUs is described as follows: a particle strike generates a parasitic current to a memory cell, inducing an upset (SEU). If big enough, the current can propagate to neighboring cells upsetting them as well, and resulting to an MCU. When more than one of the affected cells belongs to the same word the result is an MBU. At the simulation level, [1] shows that the proton induced MCU cross sections is a result of the downscaling of the sensitive nodes (cells) among other factors. Also in [2] another study is performed in which the SEU and MCU cross sections are calculated with respect to the deposited charge on the SRAM cells. [3] explains the role of the triple-well in the MCU frequency increase, due to the amplification of the collected charge.

Besides the work done at the simulation level, several studies have confirmed the existence of MCU at the experimental level. An extensive work where the MCUs are categorized according to their shape and size has been presented in [4]. The reported MCUs have been retrieved by irradiating an SRAM with different neutron energies while the memory was in retention (static) mode. In [5] micro-Single Event Latchups (SEL) have been recorded as a form of big clusters of upsets. In [6] MCUs are observed with the form of big clusters of upsets as well while a 90nm SRAM was irradiated with neutrons and read back during the irradiation run.

This work presents an analytical study on MCU clusters observed during neutron irradiation experiments on an SRAM, similar of which have never been observed before to the best of our knowledge. The MCUs are categorized according to their shapes, sizes and source of occurrence. The experiments have been performed under an atmospheric-like neutron beam at the ISIS facilities in UK [7]. The memories were tested in dynamic mode during the irradiation run and as it will be shown, this is the main reason for observing such big clusters of upsets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II a brief presentation of the experimental setup and conditions is given. Section III shows the MCUs retrieved during the irradiation experiments and explains the source of these events, while section IV concludes the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CONDITIONS

The memory used during the experiments is a commercial 8-word, 32Mbit 90nm SRAM. A Finite State Machine (FSM) has been implemented to an FPGA responsible for the execution of the different applied tests to the memory. We applied tests while the memory was in both the static and
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dynamic mode and under different operating conditions. In dynamic mode testing different March algorithms [8],[9],[10] have been used as already described in our previous work [11], while the static mode testing was performed using a checkerboard sequence. When the memories operate in dynamic mode, different sequences of read and write operations are applied repeatedly, according to each March test. During the read operations, each cell is compared with the value to be expected. In case a faulty value is detected, the word containing the corrupted cell is transmitted from the FPGA to a computer along with its corresponding address and the timestamp of the event. When the memory is in static mode, the read back is performed every 30 seconds where all the recorded upsets are transmitted.

The memories were irradiated under the atmospheric-like neutron beam of the ISIS facilities in UK. Emitted neutrons where of energies in the range of 10-800MeV. Experiments were held for different devices under different operating conditions, and also under different irradiation runs, such that the results would not be related to a specific device, but rather to the technology and architecture of the SRAM. TABLE I shows the total number of single events retrieved for each applied test, their corresponding Soft Error Rates (SER) and the conditions under which each test took place. The SER was calculated by considering each MCU as a single event occurring by a single particle (i.e. recorded faulty cells that were part of MCU clusters were not counted separately). Finally, a relative error of 10% should be considered for the SER according to the log files provided by the facility.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>#Events</th>
<th>SER (FIT/Mbit)</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>1562</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic stress</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic stress</td>
<td>2987</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mats+</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>1343</td>
<td>110°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. MCU ANALYSIS

In order to facilitate the presentation of our results, we categorize the recorded MCUs according to their shapes and sizes. In Fig. 1 an example of the results obtained by applying the Dynamic Stress March test is depicted. Each white pixel of the picture represents a bit cell while the pixels in black color are the recorded upsets. This visual representation provides a global view of the memory, with all the accumulated upsets during the irradiation experiment.

As Fig. 1 shows, besides the SEUs, different types of clusters of upsets are recorded when the memory was tested under the Dynamic Stress March test. Similar results were obtained for all the applied tests when the memory was in dynamic mode. However, when the memory was tested in static mode, we have never observed such big clusters. From the results displayed in Fig. 1 and from several other radiation tests we distinguish four categories that will be detailed in the following sub-sections. The categorizing of the four event categories was possible with the use of the upset timestamp.

A. Typical MCU: Type A

Type A category corresponds to all the typical cases of MCUs that have been observed and presented in most of the previous studies [1-2],[4]. Such MCUs have been observed through all the different tests that we applied so far, in static and dynamic mode. In Fig. 3 a few representative examples are displayed while the memory was tested in static mode.
According to the studies [1],[2], such type of upsets occurs when a particle strike generates a transient current high and long enough to travel and upset neighboring cells, besides the cell that it initially collided. Another case also would be to have more than one generated transient currents from the impinging particle, traveling through different directions that would also induce upsets to neighboring cells. Both cases of MCUs have been verified in several studies at the simulation level. ECC can mitigate these types of MCU as long as other cells are interfering physically between the bits of the word. Memories are designed with a distance, of 8 to 16 cells between two consecutive bits of the same word for that reason. Type A events were the only type of MCUs that was observed when the memory was in static mode.

**B. Rectangular horizontal MCU: Type B**

Continuing our analysis, we will present a type of MCU that occurred in all the memories while tested in dynamic mode. Fig. 4 displays some random occurrences of these upsets when the memory was tested with the C, the Mats+ and the Dynamic Stress March tests in different operating conditions. They are identified as one upset since they occur concurrently.

![Figure 3](image)

Fig. 3. Type B MCU occurring when tested with: (b1) March C- algorithm – 337 cells upset (b2) Dynamic Stress algorithm at 50°C – 582 cells upset (b3) Mats + algorithm - 553 cells upset - and (b4) Dynamic Stress algorithm at nominal conditions – 261 cells upset. The area affected is usually 16x128 cells.

This type of errors appears rather frequently and considering the number of cells they affect, they have to be taken into consideration. The major problem is due to the non-effectiveness of common ECC algorithms to correct more than two upset bits, belonging to the same word. From measurements performed on our experiments the number of upset bit-cells is in the order of 100-700. Often, more than two bit cells belong to the same word, making such errors difficult to mitigate.

These events cannot be characterized as MCUs with the typical definition since a single particle cannot induce a transient current that would affect such a large number of cells. Errors similar to these have been reported in [5] but in that case they formed different shapes. The difference on the shapes is probably due to the different architecture in particular the different position of the p and n well taps that stop the propagation of latchup events, reducing them to localized micro-latchups. According to the technology used for the memory under test in that study, when a block is in retention mode it is not fully powered. The levels of voltage are lowered so that the cells ensure the information and at the same time keep the power consumption low. Once an operation is applied to a cell, the block it belongs to is fully powered for the operation cycle. As reported in [5] if a micro-latchup occurs in that block during an operation, the lowering of voltage levels allows limiting the micro-latchup to one operation cycle. The memories used in our experiments may empty imply a similar architectural scheme, which would explain the micro-latches that we observe. These latchups do not expand to the rest of the device and also the occurrence of such upsets is during dynamic mode testing and not static. Although the details of the well tapping scheme are not known, from the shapes of the recorded micro-latches we presume that the well taps are located every 16 cells vertically and 64 cells horizontally, and assist to the blocking of the transmission of the latchup as explained in [4].

**C. Rectangular horizontal MCU: Type C**

The third type of observed events, Type C affects a larger area with respect to Type B. To the best of our knowledge type C events have not been observed in the past. Fig. 4 displays the events as recorded in two different devices tested under different algorithms.

![Figure 4](image)

Fig. 4. Type C MCU: (c1),(c2) Dynamic Stress algorithm at 50°C – 32112 cells upset (c3),(c4) March C- algorithm – 46504 cells upset.

Type C clusters are significantly larger than Type B, since they have an horizontal extension of upsets that cover from one edge of the memory to the other as seen in Fig 4. (c3,4), or in some cases as seen in Fig 4 (c1,2) from the middle of the memory to the one edge. In addition the vertical extension covers approximately 20-60 bit cells (i.e. vertical lines). It appears that for all the presented cases, there is a repeated sequence. Although this sequence differentiated for different applied test algorithms we do not have enough statistical data to correlate the error sequence with the test. What is important to mention is that the sequences of Fig.4 (c1) and (c2) were recorded concurrently as well as the ones of Fig. 4 (c3) and (c4), meaning that these sequences are considered as one event. The difference between these two cases is their size, shape and placement at the memory as observed in Fig. 1. A first thing to note is the appearance of Type C events in different devices and also different irradiation experiments (one year distance between them). Another important observation is that for all the observed cases, the corrupted bits of the words were all ‘0’ instead of being all ‘1’

The cluster shapes that are formed in this particular way can be related to the addressing scheme that is followed in this memory. Combined with the incidence of a Single Event Functional Interrupt (SEFI) to the memory periphery, or to the
sense amplifier can be a possible explanation. We come to this conclusion since Type C events are symmetric and cannot be correlated to the same source of occurrence with Type B events. Another possible explanation is that these upsets can be related to the address decoder (if placed in the middle of the array, as in common butterfly architecture) malfunction, since at the same cluster of upsets, a different sequence is observed between the first half (left part of the cluster) and the second half (right part of the cluster) as can be clearly seen in Fig. 4(c3) and (c4). Also in Fig 4(c1) and (c2) the corrupted cells cover exactly half of the width of the memory. It is important to note that such events have not been observed for all the tests that we applied something that indicates that their frequency of occurrence is rather small. However they should be taken into account when it comes to the evaluation of the sensitivity of the memory since the number of cells affected is rather large (30k up to 50k bit-cells).

D. Rectangular vertical MCU: Type D

Type D cluster was observed through all the different test algorithms applied in dynamic mode. Fig. 5 indicates a few examples observed through the different test runs as they were isolated from the rest of incident upsets.
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Fig. 5. Type D MCU: (d1) Dynamic Stress at 50°C – 38246 cells upset (d2) March C- algorithm – 89934 cells upset, (d3) Mats+ at 110°C – 20176 cells upset (d4) Dynamic Stress nominal – 41022 cells upset.

Such MCUs can cover a large part of a memory region as can be seen in Fig. 5(d2) or smaller parts but still significant as in Fig 5(d3). Type D events involve 20.000-90.000 corrupted cells, inside an area of 64x2048 cells in a vertical positioned rectangular cluster as according to our experimental results. A possible cause for such events could be micro-latches that are localized in the failing areas as in the Type B event, but on a larger scale, such that the anti-latchup mechanism does not restrict the event to a smaller area. Type D events cannot be correlated to Type C, since there is no specific sequence on the upset cells that was observed. It is also interesting to note, that these Type D events appear always at the vertical edges of the memory array (left and/or right). This fact may be possibly explained with the concurrence of micro-latches in this peripheral locations and major delay of the controlling signals (such as word line selection) that are more important in positions tat are far from the address decoder. Other possible explanations may come from the topology of the power grid or the lower effectiveness of the well taps in these areas in reducing the propagation of the latchups, but we do not have elements to ratify these possible causes. Finally, this type of events present regions of 64x64 cells that are not affected by errors and represent discontinuities in cluster. These regions have been observed in different devices and experiments, thus they cannot be correlated to a faulty device.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Besides the Type A MCU in which a few cells are affected, the rest of the reviewed cases impact a big number of cells, which can be of great importance at a system level. It has to be clarified that such events have been observed only when the memories are tested in dynamic mode. It seems that the architecture of the memory, does not allow these micro-latchups to propagate to the entire memory, but limits them to small areas and to one memory cycle duration. For this reason, the device does not need to be power cycled when a latchup occurs. Through this work we revealed some of the issues that may occur during the dynamic mode operation of the memory. Although usually static mode testing is considered a standard for neutron testing, for high-reliability systems, the presented events may potentially occur and should be taken into account.

TABLE II summarizes the obtained results with the device cross sections for each type of MCU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic Test</th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
<th>Type D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dyn. Str. 50°C</td>
<td>2.8E-07</td>
<td>1.9E-07</td>
<td>3.3E-09</td>
<td>6.6E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March C-</td>
<td>2.1E-07</td>
<td>1.3E-07</td>
<td>2.1E-09</td>
<td>5.4E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyn. Str.</td>
<td>3.9E-07</td>
<td>7.7E-08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.9E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mats + 110°C</td>
<td>3.1E-07</td>
<td>5.1E-07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.6E-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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